
What does gifted mean?
Typically, students who are identified as gifted 
learners have the potential to achieve beyond what 
is expected of their same-age peers. They have an 
unusually advanced degree of general intellectual 
ability that requires 
differentiated learning 
experiences of a depth 
the breadth beyond 
those normally provided 
in the traditionally 
organized school 
program in order to satisfy their level of educational 
potential.  Key to the characteristics of giftedness is a 
child’s potential, which is not necessarily synonymous 
with achievement.  

One of the ways to identify these children is by simple 
observation. The purpose of this guide is to provide a 
starting point for parents and caregivers who are in 
great positions to observe a child’s play, interests, and 
interactions with others.

Testing
The process of assessing whether 
or not your child is gifted may take 
several steps. Most educational 
professionals at gifted schools say 
the first step is to have your child 
evaluated by a licensed psychologist 
experienced in dealing with gifted 
children. A battery of tests is 
administered to determine your 
child’s IQ. In general, an IQ of 130 
and above indicates giftedness. 
Below 130, sub tests are considered 
since a person may express high 
intelligence in certain areas. Evaluation compiled from “Gifted 101,” Hoagies’ Gifted Education Page  

(www.hoagiesgifted.org); “Meeting the Needs of the Gifted,” The Logan School 
for Creative Learning, Denver, CO; The Gifted Development Center web site (www.
gifteddevelopment.com), Dr. Linda Silverman, Director; Metro Parent Magazine, 
September 2003: “10 Characteristics of Gifted Children” by JoAnn Amicangelo.
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What about Steppingstone School for Gifted Education?
With over twenty-seven years experience in the field of 
gifted education, Steppingstone’s faculty, administration, 
and staff understand giftedness and gifted students to 
better meet your child’s intellectual, academic, social and 
emotional needs.  

“Gifted children,” as former U. S. Commissioner of 
Education Sidney P. Marland, Jr., put it in his August, 
1971, report to Congress, “require differentiated 
educational programs and/or services beyond those 
normally provided by the regular school program in order 
to realize their contribution to self and society.“

Steppingstone provides a learning community for gifted 
children and their parents that is centered around respect 
for others, excellence, self-discipline, and motivation.

Steppingstone provides one of the few school 
environments in southeastern Michigan where gifted 
students can be safe and comfortable with each other. 
Here, they can make friends, fulfill their social needs, 
accept differences in others, and learn more about 
themselves. They can be happy about who they are, while 
realizing their academic potential.

Is my child gifted?

(Continued on other side)

Check the appropriate boxes: 
Though you may see these traits in average children,  
the key is that gifted children usually display more of them 
earlier, more intensely, and more substantially.

Note that any one child will not show all of the traits listed. 
For example, Albert Einstein’s parents would not have 
checked characteristic number two. 

 q	 1. Unusually alert and attentive as a baby

  q	 2.	 	Early talker, early walker

 q	 3. 	Speaks in complete sentences and expresses 
complete thoughts earlier than other children

 q	 4. 		Wants to do things independently

 q	 5. 	Can learn by observation without being instructed

 q	 6. 	Responds to life with greater intensity than other 
children

 q	 7. Very passionate about any area of interest

 q	 8. 	Can sustain interest in specific areas for long 
periods of time

 q	 9.  Insatiable curiosity—asks many questions, often 
more than a parent can answer		

 q	10.  Recognizes patterns, has the ability to think 
abstractly, and problem solve	 	

 q	11. Understands complex ideas

 q	12. 	Fascinated with books

 q	13. Recognizes multiple solutions	 	

 q	14. Sophisticated language and thought process	 	

 q	15. Keen sense of observation

 q	16.  Ability to recognize more options for their behavior,  
even those that were not offered	 	

 q	17. 	Great sense of humor, sometimes when still a baby

 q	18. 	Carries on high level and philosophical 
conversations

 q	19.  Wants to hang out with older children and adults 

	 q	20. 	Extraordinary memory—retains great amounts of 
information and for long periods of time

To learn more about 
gifted education and the 
Steppingstone approach 
to teaching and developing 
gifted children, call us at 
(248) 539-1666 

Or, visit our web site at  
www.steppingstoneschool.org

When is a child 
considered to be among 
the estimated 2.5 percent 
of the population in the 
United States who are 
deemed to be gifted?  
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Honoring  excellence.  
Celebrating intelligence.  
Rew

arding creativity.

 q	21. Seeks out and enjoys learning new things		

 q	22.  Does not like playing “baby games” with peers

 q	23.  Has problems taking tests because they can think 
of too many answers from which to choose	 	

 q	 24.  Dislikes repeating or practicing something she or he 
already knows

 q	25.  Likes to learn by exploration and experimentation

 q	26.  Expresses the need for justice and fairness, 
especially for others	 	

 q	27.  Sustains passion to solve problems or answer 
questions	 		 	

 q	28.  Behavior, at times, can seem obsessive or 
compulsive		

 q	 29.  Does not seem to be paying attention when being 
instructed, but can recount the lesson when asked 

 q	30. Likes challenges and puzzles	 	

 q	31. Likes things to be “perfect”	 	

 q	32. Frustrated by physical limitations	 	

 q	33.  Not willing to attempt certain tasks she or he cannot  
do well

 q	34.  Tries to learn all she or he can in any area of interest

 q	35. Can be very empathetic

 q	36. Seems to grasp ideas without much effort	 	

 q	37. Makes guesses readily and easily	 	

 q	38. Wants new experiences	 	

 q	 39. Likes to experiment and understands cause and effect

 q	40.  Seems more emotional than other children or 
sensitive in other ways

Count the number of boxes checked. 

Checking 30 or more of these traits is certainly a call for action.

Checking 15 or more boxes is a strong prompt for further testing and 
consultation.

For more information call us at (248) 539-1666 or visit our web site at  
www.steppingstoneschool.org
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Use this guide to help you 
determine whether your 
child may be “gifted.” If 
you conclude that your 
child has many of these 
characteristics, please 
contact us for a free 
consultation as well as 
information on local testing 
resources. 
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